SIDE LETTER AGREEMENT

Pre-Six Senior Lecturers

1. As of the date of ratification, the University agrees to cease appointing additional NSF in title codes 1640, 1642, 1644, and 1646.

2. The University shall honor the legacy provision to keep the incumbents in above title codes until they vacate their positions either by advancing to continuing appointments or separating from University employment.

3. A list of the incumbents referenced above is attached to this Side Letter Agreement.

4. When the title codes no longer have incumbents in them, they shall be retired and not used.

FOR THE UNIVERSITY

___________________________   _______________________________
Nadine B. Fishel               Mia McIver
Office of the President        UC-AFT President

___________________________   _______________________________
Date       Date
November 17, 2021           November 17, 2021